Friday Features sold in one day during 2019
ROBERTO COIN 18K White Gold ‘Tiny Treasures’ Open Circle Diamond Pendant Necklace
Retails for $1140, sold in one day for $699
Roberto Coin is a renowned Italian jewelry designer who has finely tuned his brand since
1996. The “Tiny Treasures” collection is iconic, and this 18mm open circle pendant is a classic
design. A halo of approximately 0.26cts of round brilliant-cut diamonds fills the piece, while
Roberto Coin’s signature ruby sits opposite; a secret talisman for the wearer. It rests on an
adjustable 16 to 18-inch fine white gold chain.

TIFFANY & CO 18k Crossover Etoile Ring Size 6.25
Sold in one day for $1200. 02/02/19
If you are looking for a new diamond ring, why not pick a Tiffany piece? Whether you are
buying an special wedding ring or just a February gift for yourself, this ring is sure to
impress. A lovely 18k yellow gold double band is almost like a two for one, as the two bands
are cross over each other for an organically fluid design. Twelve diamonds are flush set in
platinum throughout the ring and have an estimated total of .36 carats with G/H color and
VS1-VS2 clarity ratings.

PRADA Black Pebbled Leather Shoulder Bag
Sold in one day for $599. 01/26/19
Perfectly practical, this black pebbled leather shoulder bag by Prada is an every-day musthave. The ease of access, comfort, and style make this purse a great fashionable companion,
and the shape and durability of the leather makes it a great piece for all seasons. The hidden
snap closure at the top of the bag opens to reveal black signature canvas lining, complete with
a both a zipped an open pocket inside. Silver hardware finishes the clean and simple lines of
this handsome piece.

GUCCI Black Leather ‘Kings Tiger Slides’, Size 6.5
Retailed for $820, sold in one day for $299. 01/26/19
Fierce and playful, these black leather slides are a great take on a classic style. The gold tone
trademark horse bit hardware is what we expect from Gucci, but the fun tiger patched toes add
a bit of life to an otherwise conservative shoe. The black, red, and orange embroidered cat is
fairly neutral in tone, but ferocious in attitude.

SAINT LAURENT Black Nubuck Suede ‘Niki Wedge Bootie’, Size 8
Retailed for $1095, sold in one day for $349. 01/26/19
These booties were made for walking, and sitting, and standing, and dancing, and… Where
won’t these architecturally stunning boots take you? The pointed almond toe is perfectly
balanced by a 3.5-inch triangular block heel, and is finished with a silver side zipper, set
discreetly on the bias. The black nubuck is a hearty suede and keeps the juxtaposition of a
soft look with a hard edge.

BALENCIAGA Black Leather Gold Tone ‘Arena Giant Bracelet’
Retailed for $215, sold in one day for $119. 01/26/19
Fashion-forward biker-chic. This black leather buckled cuff bracelet is made signature
with Balenciaga’s gold-tone “Arena” hardware and is a great accessory to add a bit of
fierceness to your style.

18K YELLOW GOLD, AMETHYST, and DIAMOND Necklace
Appraised at $2050, sold in one day for $1000. 01/26/19
Amethyst is the stone of purity and protection, and helps bring balance and clarity into one’s
life. This gorgeous round modified brilliant-cut amethyst sits in harmony with a bezel of 20
diamonds (weight: 0.55cttw, clarity: SI to Imperfect, color: H/I), and hangs delicately from an
18k yellow gold 18-inch cable-link chain.

CHANEL Black Cashmere Tissue-Weight Sweater with Silver Chain Maille Collar, Size 8
Sold in one day for $349. 01/26/19
Simplicity shines in this tissue-weight cashmere long sleeve sweater with silver chain maille
collar. The fine knit cashmere in this pullover is soft and inviting, and while the silhouette
allows for a casual everyday look, it may be elevated to the extraordinary with an elegantly
edgy silver mesh draped collar. The collar is lined in black silk for additional comfort in this
thoughtful design. Be casual, dressed up, or be creative and use the collar on any piece you
may want to embellish.

Prada Black Roller Luggage
Retailed for $2500, sold in one day for $699. 01/19/19
Jet set in style with this sleek all black luggage crafted out of Prada’s Vela nylon with leather
trim. Interior is organized with two small zippered pockets on top and bottom sides, as well as
a large zippered pocket on interior of frontside. Additionally, the main interior includes two
buckled leather straps that adjust to hold your belongings tightly secure. Exterior of both front
and backside have zippered pockets to keep items that you need easy access to, especially all
the items you need to take out for the security scan. With options to carry with a handle on
side or top, as well as a hidden roller handle, this piece is easy to use and practical.

CHANEL 2019 Tortoise and Gold Shield Sunglasses

Retails for $650, sold in one day for $299. 01/19/19
Don’t miss your opportunity to grab a pair of sunglasses that are still a part of the online
collection today. These dark brown tortoise frames with gold reflective shield lenses are
perfectly on trend to the street style that has made a huge impact in even couture fashion
houses. The gold tone is meant to reflect like 24 carat gold, creating a high fashion and high
glam effect. The designer details continue on the side arms with a gold tone CHANEL logo
boldly placed for all to see.

CHANEL 2018 Extra Large Pearl, Gold Chain and Black Leather Hoops
Retailed for $1500, sold in one day for $799. 01/19/19
Feel like you walked straight off of Karl Lagerfeld’s runway in these over the top, extraordinary
gold and black leather chain hoops. Seen in the Fall 2018 runway collection, these earrings
are boldly glamorous and scream CHANEL! A faux pearl rests on the top and is framed in a
light gold and black leather chain. Another larger chain circle drops from top pearl and is given
the designer treatment with the CHANEL logo spelled out in the center.

JOHN HARDY Woven Sterling And Pavé Diamond Bracelet
Retails for $995, sold in one day for $499. 01/19/19
Simply classic, this bracelet is a piece you could wear daily. A 7mm woven sterling flexible
chain is detailed with a pave diamond encrusted clasp that adds just the right amount of
bling. Clasp opens with a simple but secure push lock and can easily be done with one
hand. Small 18k yellow gold details are used for the logo on backside of diamond clasp.

LOUIS VUITTON 2014 Black ‘Electric Epi Louise PM’ Crossbody Clutch
Retailed for $1900, sold in one day for $1200. 01/12/19
Bold simplicity shines in this “Electric Epi Louise PM” bag by Louis Vuitton. The ridged “Epi”
leather is the brand’s most durable, and this one is made “electric” with their patent
“Vernis”. The silver tone hardware adds a large signature statement of luxury, while the bag
remains elegant and feminine. Unique in its opening, the LV hardware flips forward to release
the top flap, keeping this piece secure. It opens to reveal a patent and suede interior, with a
zipped pocket, slide pocket, and two card slots. Convertible from a hands-free cross-body
option to a clutch makes this piece great for parties, a date night, or any sophisticated evening
out. In wonderful condition, with just a few fine scratches to the front clasp.

DAVID YURMAN Sterling and Diamond Hoop Earrings
Sold in one day for $399. 01/12/19
A matching pair of earrings to the ring above, these huggie hoops are a fantastic addition to
any Yurman lover’s collection. Comprised of sterling, the blackened granulated diamond-filled
(26 diamonds in total) setting is book-ended by David Yurman’s signature cabling. 7mm in
width, and 15mm in length, these earrings make a statement without being oversized.

CHLOÉ Olive Green “Mini Pixie Crossbody”
Retails for $1550, sold in one day for $799. 01/05/19
How adorable is this little rich green cross body purse? It is compact, hands-free and full of
luxury details, all the best design elements for our best selling handbags. We love the
combination of textures in the olive green grained leather with dark teal suede accents on front
and sides. The combo of textures continues in the hammered brass top handles that lay flat
along the purse when carrying crossbody. Flat gold studs adorn the front bottom edge as well
as the sides and base of main body. A zippered top opens to a cream suede interior that
includes one open slot style pocket.

BOTTEGA VENETA Dark Brown Woven Leather Shoulder Bag
Retailed for $2200, sold in one day for $649. 01/05/19
Only the most supple of leathers make the cut to be used to weave Bottega’s ‘Intrecciato’
purses; and wow, this purse is soft! A rich deep dark brown leather is simply shaped in a
comfy and roomy double handle shoulder tote style. A single hook strap connects side panels
together at purse’s magnetic clasp opening to keep your items more secure and the tote from
becoming too expansive in width. Finished with gunmetal hardware and woven details on top
shoulder strap, this purse will go with everything. Interior is lined in a cream suede with one
zippered and one open slot style pocket. Designed in 2008, but with a timeless shape and is
still in excellent condition.

PRADA Chestnut Brown Pebbled Leather Hobo Purse
Sold in one day for $599. 01/05/19
A great functioning shoulder bag can make all the difference when you are hauling your whole
life with you. This easy to wear leather bag is practically designed with multiple pockets to
organize your daily essentials. There are open pockets placed on each side end of the purse as
well as a zippered pocket on both front and backside, ensuring you will have a place for
everything. Brassy gold hardware accent this chestnut pebbled leather in a luxurious
way. Top opens with a magnetic snap button and reveals a black logo printed canvas
lining. Interior includes an additional zippered and open slot style pocket.

HERMÈS Mint Green “Les Tambours” Silk Scarf
Sold in one day for $199. 01/05/19
If you have any musicians who love Hermès, this scarf is perfect for them. A light mint green
border frames this cream background that features gold and green drums and sticks with a
halo of ribbon rope tassels in center. The drums are specifically patterned like French National
Guard drums, and that royal guard is represented with ornate crowns and medallions in each
corner. Designed by one of Hermes’ most prominent artists, Joachim Metz, this piece was first
introduced in 1989 and has been re-released in multiple color schemes throughout the years.

JAMIE JOSEPH Rutilated Quartz Ring Size 7 1/4
Retailed for $925, sold in one day for $599. 01/05/19
We are lucky enough to have received one of Jamie Joseph’s most current designs, and with a
stunning stone on top of that. This gorgeous large faceted rutilated quartz stone is crystal
clear with gold linear inclusions that help the stone sparkle from within. Joseph’s new designs
not only feature her signature 14k yellow gold bezel frame, but also now include a hand
formed sterling edge that gives even more detail to her one-of-a-kind pieces. Stone measures
just under 1″ in length and 3/4″ in width, a true stunner!

DAVID YURMAN 3mm Sterling Cable Buckle Bracelet
Retails for $450, sold in one day for $249. 01/05/19
Classic and simple, this bracelet will nestle perfectly within a stack of Yurman or any other sterling
bracelets you own. A thin 3 mm flexible sterling cable band is accented with an 18k yellow gold
buckle style clasp at top. Easy to unhinge, this piece will be your new everyday piece.

